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(Abstract
The present research focused on the strength of weldlines in injection molded (1M)
products with special focus on the technique of Vibration-Assisted Injection Molding
(VAIM). Studies on VAIM performed by others have found that the technique can
increase the strength in 1M products as much as 30%. The objective of this thesis was to
assess the functionality of VAIM when used to increase strength in 1M products that
contain weldlines.
The study uses VAIM, a technique that uses oscillatory motion of the screw to
manipulate the polymer melt during the 1M process. Methods similar to VAIM have
increased strength of 1M products that contain weldlines, but no data has been previously
available on VAIM. Butt weldlines, which are called Type I, were tested using two types
of material: polystyrene (PS), and glass-fiber filled polypropylene (GFPP). A strength
,
increase of 7% was realized in the PS products, while only a 1% increase was observed in
the GFPP.
A separate study was done to find the optimum injection molding parameters for
increasing strength in weldlines without the use of VAIM. By increasing the melt
temperature and the mold temperature, the strength retention in polystyrene was
increased to 86% of the no-weldline value. Using higher temperatures is not always
advantageous in manufacturing situations because it leads to longer cooling times and
thus higher cycle times.
This research also led to the development of a novel idea called the Controllable
Compliance Accumulator (CCA), ~hich was proposed to be used in conjunction with
VAIM to cause increased shear within molded products. The results of preliminary
1
testing showed a decrease in ultimate tensile strength because of defects induced into the
final product. Yet by isolating the weldline separate from these defects, the strength at
the weldline is increased by using the CCA. Through further development and
optimization ofthe device, significant increases in weldline strength will be realized.
2
1 Introduction
1.1 Polymers
1.1.1 History
The first polymers used by man were natural products. One can picture a young boy
in the Central Americas scooping natural rubber off of a tree and forming it into a ball to
play with. Columbus reported this account during his second voyage to the New World
in 1943 [1]. Wax was used for candles, silk helped open the trading routes between Asia
and Europe, and cotton became the main source of income for many southern U.S.
plantation owners. Even though these materials do not seem to fit in the same category
as the synthetic polymers of today, all of these are natural polymers in the simplest sense
of the word. Polymers are long-chain molecules of very high molecular weight, often
measured in hundreds of thousands. All of the examples above are low molecular weight
polymers. The polymers of today are high molecular weight and now ultra-high
molecular weight, thousands of times the molecular weight of natural polymers.
One of the milestones in the history of polymers was the vulcanization of rubber by
Charles Goodyear in 1839 [1], which led to an industry of unimaginable importance. In
1862 Alexander Parkes introduced Parkesine, which is a form of cellulose nitrate,
cellulose being a natural polymer in wood and cotton. Then in the early 1900's the first
synthetic polymers were made. 1. H. Baekland developed a material he named Bakelite,
a thermosetting resin [2]. Polyvinyl chloride, polystyrene, polyethylene, and nylon were
all synthesized before the beginning of WWII.
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1.1.2 Types of polymers
All polymers can be broken into three classifications: thermoplastics, thermosets, and
elastomers. The defining characteristic of a thermoplastic is that it can be heated from a
solid state to a viscous liquid state and then cooled, and this cycle can be repeated
multiple times without significant degradation to the polymer. Some of the more
common commercial thermoplastics are polyethylene, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride,
and polystyrene. The properties of thermoplastics lend themselves to many processing
techniques such as injection molding, extrusion, and blow molding. Thermosetting
polymers are distinguished by their highly cross-linked, three-dimensional structure.
Thermosets, unlike thermoplastics, are not capable of being reheated; rather they degrade
or bum. Examples of thermosets are polyurethanes, phenolics, epoxies, and unsaturated
polyester. The last class of polymers is elastomers. Elastomers are characterized by their
ability for large elastic deformation when subjected to low levels of stress. The common
name for elastomers is of course rubber, which has already been shown to be one of the
earliest types of polymer. Of the three classes, thermoplastics have the most commercial
importance making up around 70% of the tonnage of all synthetic polymers produced.
Table 1-1 shows the market share controlled by some of the most commercially common
thermoplastics and thermosets.
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Polymer Application Market Share
Polyethylene (LDPE) Sheet, film, wire insulation 20%
Polyethylene (HDPE) Bottles, pipes, house ware 15%
Polypropylene Automotive, house ware, high 13%
temperature applications (i.e.
sterilization)
Polystyrene Toys, house ware, packaging foams 10%
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) Rigid pipe, wire and cable insulation, 16%
film, sheet, flooring, toys
Amino resins Plywood and particle board adhesive, 4%
coatings for table and counter tops
Phenolics Adhesives for plywood, printed circuit 6%
boards, bonding material for abrasives
wheels and brake linings
Polyurethane Foams, coatings, insulation 4%
Table 1-1: Common commercial TP and TS polymers
1.1.3 Advantages of Polymers
Polymers, in their comparatively short life span, have surpassed metals on the
volumetric basis. There are several commercial and technological reasons for this
occurrence. Polymers exhibit some very attractive attributes some of which are listed
below.
• Many polymer products do not require post processing or machining even with
complex geometries.
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• Polymers are generally inexpensive and are in the least cost competitive with
metals. As polymer synthesis techniques advance and engineering grade polymer
properties improve prices will· increase, but there will always be the less
expensive polymers as well.
• Polymers require less energy to process than metals because of their low melting
points.
• Polymers have some attractive physical properties including but not limited to:
low density, high strength-to-weight ratio, high corrosion resistance, low thermal
and electrical conductivity
1.2 Polymer Processing
There are many types of polymer processmg methodologies applicable to
thermoplastic materials. Among these processing technologies, the injection molding
process is the focus of the study herein and described thoroughly in this section. Other
common processing techniques are briefly described in Table 1-2.
Process Description
Blow Molding Blow molding is a process of forming a molten tube of thermoplastic
material, then with the use of compressed air, blowing up the tube to
conform to the interior of a chilled blow mold. The most common methods
are extrusion, injection, and injection-stretch blow molding. The
continuous-extrusion method uses a continuously running extruder with a
tuned die head that forms the molten plastic tube. The tube is then pinched
between two mold halves. A blow pin or needle is inserted into the tube
and compressed air is used to blow up the part to conform to the chilled
mold interior. Accumulator-extrusion is similar; however, the molten
plastic material is accumulated in a chamber prior to being forced through
a die to form the tube. Injection blow molding is a process of injection
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Thermoforming
Compression
Molding
Extrusion
molding a preform (similar to a test tube), and then taking the tempered
preform to a blow mold to be filled with compressed air to conform to the
interior of the blow mold. Injection-stretch blow molding can be a single-
stage process similar to standard injection blow molding, by adding the
element of stretch prior to blow forming. Also, a two-step process is
possible, where a preform is made in an injection molding machine, then
taken to a reheat-stretch blow molding machine for preform reheating and
final blow forming in a blow mold.
Thermoforming ofplastic sheet has developed rapidly in recent years. This
process consists of heating a thermoplastic sheet to a formable plastic state
and then applying air and/or mechanical assists to shape it to the contours
of a mold. Air pressure may range from almost zero to several hundred
psi. Up to approximately 14 psi (atmospheric pressure), the pressure is
obtained by evacuating the space between the sheet and the mold in order
to utilize this atmospheric pressure. This range, known as vacuum forming,
will give satisfactory reproduction of the mold configuration in the
majority of forming applications.
Compression molding is simply the squeezing of a material into a desired
shape by application of heat and pressure to the material in a mold. Plastic
molding powder, mixed with such materials or fillers as wood flour and
cellulose to strengthen or give other added qualities to the finished
product, is put directly into the open mold cavity. The mold is then closed,
pressing down on the plastic and causing it to flow throughout the mold. It
is while the heated mold is closed that the thermosetting material
undergoes a chemical change that permanently hardens it into the shape of
the mold. The three compression-molding factors -- pressure, temperature
and time the mold is closed -- vary with the design of the finished article
and the material being molded.
Extrusion molding is the method employed to form thermoplastic materials
into continuous sheeting, film, tubes, rods, profile shapes, and filaments,
and to coat wire, cable and cord. In extrusion, dry plastic material is first
loaded into a hopper, and then fed into a long heating chamber through
which it is moved by the action of a continuously revolving screw. At the
end of the heating chamber the molten plastic is forced out through a small
opening or die with the shape desired in the finished product. As the
plastic extrusion comes from the die, it is fed onto a conveyor belt where it
is cooled, most frequently by blowers or by immersion in water.
In the case of wire and cable coating, the thermoplastic is extruded around
a continuing length ofwire or cable, which, like the plastic, passes through
the extruder die. The coated wire is wound on drums after cooling.
In the production of wide film or sheeting, the plastic is extruded in the
form of a tube. This tube may be split as it comes from the die and then
stretched and thinned to the dimensions desired in the finished film.
In a different process, the extruded tubing is inflated as it comes from the
die, the degree of inflation of the tubing regulating the thickness of the
final film.
Table 1-2: Traditional Polymer Processing Methodologies
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1.2.1 Injection Molding Process
Injection molding is a cyclic process. Each cycle can be divided into four major
stages [3-5]: Plastication, Injection, Holding/Packing, and Cooling. In addition, polymer
materials need to be pre-conditioned prior to being subjected to injection molding. This
is because characteristics such as the moisture content or dryness of the material to be
molded are extremely important.
Figure 1-1 schematically describes an injection-molding machine. During each
stage in this processing sequence, certain processing parameters play critical roles. The
control of the critical processing parameters during each process stage yields associated
imposed local conditions throughout the polymer. For example, the control of barrel
temperature, screw rotation, and back pressure during plastication results in associated
local and temporal temperature, shear rate, and pressure conditions throughout the
polymer. In the end, the final product properties are the cumulative result of the material
transformation effects of all of the processing parameters.
At first glance the concept of injection molding IS fairly simple and
straightforward, however, the details related to such processing are considerably
complex, as polymers have complex properties: non-Newtonian, non-isothermal rheology
coupled with temperature and pressure dependent thermal properties [6]. Therefore, the
process variables for injection molding processes can be considered to be dependent on
each other throughout the entire process. In the following, the four main stages of _
injection molding processes will be described by emphasizing the significant effects that
occur at each stage.
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Runner
Gate
Hydraulic System
Figure I-I: Schematic of an Injection Molding Machine
1.2.1.1 Plastication Stage
At this stage, the material (pellets) is melted, pumped and mixed in the barrel prior to
the injection. The importance of the mixing is to attain melt homogeneity, which is
largely determined by the interactive and complex thermo-mechanical history [5]. Proper
mixing at this stage can lead to: 1) a minimization of product failures caused by localized
product weaknesses associated with insufficient mixing; 2) a minimization of processing
time in order to achieve sufficient mixing, which in· turn saves energy and enhances
production capacity; and 3) a minimization in the amount of additives Of pigment to be
used in order to ensure that minimum quality is maintained.
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1.2.1.2 Injection or Filling Stage
At this stage, the injection screw pushes the molten polymer through the barrel
and nozzle into the mold. The critical process variables during this stage are injection
rate (controlled by injection time, injection pressure and shot size), melt temperature, and
mold temperature. These variables affect the polymer rheological behavior, which in turn
results in determining molecular orientation. During the injection stage, the viscous flow
induces stresses to the polymer melt because of shear stresses and internal friction [7].
For instance, if the main factor of the polymer rheological behavior is assumed to be the
shear stress, the shear stress distribution as well as amount of shear stress can be altered
by varying melt temperature, mold temperature and injection rate. For example, if the
melt temperature is increased, the shear stress induced during the flow decreases due to
the decrease in the viscosity. It should be added that the material solidifies and forms a
skin as soon as molten polymer is injected into the mold cavity and contacts the cavity
wall. It is interesting to note that the thickness of "skin" is approximately 0.25 rom
regardless of the nominal wall thickness of the part [8].
1.2.1.3 HoldinglPacking Stage
.....
During the holding/packing stage, additional polymer melt is forced into the cavity
under high pressure to compensate for the subsequent shrinkage due to solidification.
The major role of the holding/packing stage is to control the density by controlling the
shrinkage and to minimize the pressure distribution/gradient in the part. Minimizing the
pressure gradient in the cavity results in more uniform density throughout the part, which
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in turn results in dimensional stability [9,10]. Typically, this stage continues until the
polymer at the nozzle area or the gate area is solidified.
1.2.1.4 Cooling Stage
During this stage, the molded article is allowed to cool until complete solidification is
reached. No external pressure is applied at this stage. The relevant process variables
during this period are cooling time and cavity temperature. The rate of cooling in the
part, which can be determined by the cavity temperature, the cooling time and the part
dimensions, plays an important role in determining the rate of shrinkage, internal stress
and degree of crystallinity.
1.2.2 Injection Molding Applications
Injection molding is used in a variety of industrial applications rangmg from
commodity items to engineering applications. Several of the common applications of1M
are summarized in Table 1-3.
1.2.3 Injection Molding Challenges and Opportunities
The high demand for injection molded products along with the broader application
range of injection molded products has created complex problems for associated
engineers. Because of the broader application of injection molded polymeric products,
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product geometries have become very complex. Parts can have various thickness, cores,
holes, pins, and/or surface finishes in single components. Meeting the desired quality
Application Examples of Products
Automotive Bumpers, Exterior Body Panels, Instrument panel
Electrica1lElectronics Connectors, Cord Plugs, Housings
Appliances Fans, TV, VCR, Calculators, Phones
Computers Monitors, Keyboard, Mouse, Speakers, Towers
Consumer Products Tupperware, Rubbermaid, Plastic Bottles,
Table 1-3: Applications of Injection Molded Products
level in order to satisfy the demand of high performance injection molded produCts is one
critical issue. In order to satisfy the market needs, characteristics of injection molded
products now have to be controlled at the molecular level. In other words, degree, type
and distribution of molecular orientation and relaxation must be more precisely
controlled for injection molding processes in order to attain the desired quality level. As
is known, the molecular orientation and relaxation play an important role in determining
the end-use properties of injection molded products. These include mechanical
properties, optical properties in the case of amorphous materials, and dimensional
stability [11-14].
In injection molding practice, it is known that molecular orientation is caused by
the shear stress/strain imposed during polymer flow [15, 16]. Relaxation then takes place
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if the viscosity is low enough to have molecular mobility during solidification and after
filling [17]. Typically, oriented molecular chains which are in the flow direction and are
seen near the surface. Likewise, the more relaxed chains are seen in the core region of
products [13, 18, 19]. This is a result of the instantaneous formation ofa skin layer when
the polymer melt touches the mold wall. The molecular orientation and relaxation are not
fully controlled during the injection molding process. Thus anisotropic structures result,
which in turn lead to undesirable residual stresses [20-23]. The residual stresses
distributed in the typical injection molded article show tensile stresses at the interior and
compressive stress near the skin, in a parabolic distribution [7, 24-29]. These undesirable
residual stresses can cause: warpage and poor dimensional stability [25, 27, 30-37];
reduction in the impact resistance if the level of residual stress is too high [38]; induction
of environmental stress-cracking [33, 35, 37, 39]; and poor optical properties [14,25,31,
40].
Another problem with injection molded parts is related to weldlines. Weldlines
(or knitlines) form where multiple polYmer flow-fronts meet [41-53]. This is very
common with today's complex geometry parts. A weldline in molded parts causes a
drastic strength reduction. This will be discussed in more detail in chapter 2.
The problems mentioned above are not consistent during processing. The same
problem can occur at various degrees during the· manufacturing of similar parts. This
results in property variations from cycle to cycle, poor quality, and low productivity
result.
To meet the growing demands of society, polYmer properties need to be improved
through a more rigorous and perhaps hybrid process without sacrificing productivity.
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Moreover, to respond appropriately to these demands, polymer processors need to. be
equipped with improved capabilities to design and fabricate new products. These
processes must be practical and cost effective. A number of hybrid injection molding
techniques appear to have the potential of resolving issues confronting the further
advancement of the injection molding industry. There are various forms of hybrid
injection molding techniques. One of them is now known as the Vibration-Assisted
Injection Molding (VAIM) technique, which is the focus of the present thesis. A detailed
description of the technique is presented in Chapter 2 along with other hybrid injection
molding techniques.
1.3 Research Objective
The ultimate goal of the current research investigation was to test whether VAIM is as
viable a method of increasing strength in injection molded products containing weldlines
as other vibration techniques have been proven to be. The research stems from work
done by Kikuchi [54], where VAIM was found to increase product strengths as much as
28%. All of his work was done on single gate products, or in other words products that
had no weldlines present. There was previously no documentation on the usefulness of
VAIM when weldlines were present in the part.
During the current study the science of weldlines was first studied and a verification
of past research was performed. The application of VAIM to products with weldlines
was then studied through a series of experiments conducted using two different polymers.
After the results of the experiments were examined and analyzed, the research turned to
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the development of a new device that would work together with VAIM to further enhance
the techniques ability to increase strength in weldlines. This thesis is the cumulative
work done on the topic of strength in injection molded products manufactured with
weldlines.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 1 introduces the thesis by describing polymers and polymer processing. The
history of polymers is noted and details of injection molding are reviewed briefly.
Chapter 2 is a literature reVieW of previously investigated research concernmg
weldlines in injection molded parts. The technique of vibration molding is discussed due
to its importance in the current research.
Chapter 3 presents experimental results from baseline experiments. The experimental
equipment and technique are presented. Results from testing without the use of VAIM
are discussed.
Chapter 4 presents experimental results from the study with VAIM. The design of
experiment is discussed and results are given.
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Chapter 5 presents work on a novel type of processing enhancement device, called a
Controllable Compliance Accumulator. The specifications of the design and results from
preliminary experiments are discussed.
Chapter 6 presents the conclusion of the thesis, which includes both a summary of the
research and recommendations for future work.
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2 Literature Review
2. 1 We/dlines
As the demand for injection molded products with complex geometries increases, the
percentage of products that contain weldlines will increase. [55, 56] The development of
many materials, such as liquid crystal polymers [57-59], polymers reinforced with high-
aspect-ratio platelets [60, 61], and multiphase polymer blends [62, 63], have all been
hampered because of weak weldlines. Weldlines have been called the "Achilles' heel"
of these materials [62]. Since the pioneering article published in 1951 by Gilmore and
Spencer [64] describing weldline formation, a number of researchers have studied this
defect. The following sections are an attempt to review the scientific knowledge
concerning weldlines in injection molding.
Weldlines, sometimes called knitlines, form where one or more polymer flow-fronts
meet. Figure 2-1 shows the two most common occurrences of weldlines. The first case,
termed Type I, is when there are multiple gates and the second case, Type II, is induced
by flowing around an insert or pin. It is evident that with increased product complexity,
the number of weldlines will increase because of what is shown in case two. For
example, the cover of a cell phone, Figure 2-2, is typically injection molded. If a single
gate is used to fill the part, there will be a we1dline at every button. By many standards,
the cell phone faceplate is not seen as a complex part, yet the existence' of weldlines
throughout is evident. Another example is in the electronics industry. Electrical
connectors located in computers are injection molded products. A weldline will form at .
every hole on this part. The market for these connectors is requiring higher pin counts
17
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Figure 2-1: Formation of weldlines in injection molding a) Type I b) Type II
and less volume, a trend that increases weldlines and reduces the amount of support
structure around the weldlines. Another concern is with large 1M products, like those
found in the automotive industry. The size of these parts often requires the addition of
gates in order to ensure proper filling. The presence of weldlines in plastic car bumpers,
for example, is of great concern. The dimensions of the bumper require more than one
gate, and the location of the weldline could be critical to its passing of safety standards.
It is now plain to see that weldlines can and will exist in 1M products. The reason this
is of such great concern is because weldlines make the products inherently weaker.
Figure 2-3 shows the results of experiments conducted on 1M products when weldlines
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Figure 2-2: Cellular phone faceplate showing possibility of multiple weldline fonnations
were present compared to when they were not. The full material names corresponding to
the abbreviations included in the figure are:
• LlDPE: Linear Low Density Polyethylene
• HDPE: High Density Polyethylene
• PP: Polypropylene
• PPO: Poly(propylene oxide)
• SAN: Styrene Acrolonitrile
• PPS: Poly(phenylene sulfide)
• PSF: Polysulfone
GF stands for glass filled and precedes the abbreviation of the polymer. The number in
parentheses is the fiber volume by weight.
There are three known reasons that this reduction in strength occurs: 1) unfavorable
molecular orientation 2) insufficient bonding, and 3) the fonnation of a V-notch stress
concentration.
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Figure 2-3: Comparison of Tensile Strength Between Reference Part and Part with
Weldline
2.1.1 Reasons for reduction in strength
2.1.1.1 Unfavorable molecular orientation
Unfavorable molecular or fiber orientation occurs because of orientation perpendicular
to the flow front. The orientation is mostly controlled by shear stresses generated at the
mold wall during the material flow within the mold. This is of greater importance when
using filled materials. There is no evidence that fibers travel across the weldline. The
lack of any fibers coupled with the poor adhesion discussed in the next section results in
ultimate tensile strengths well below what is expected.
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2.1.1.2 Insufficient bonding
Poor adhesion between the· two polymer flow fronts often occurs due to the
entrapment of foreign substances such as gases and moisture. Also with conventional
cooling the flow front will also have a relatively low temperature. This results in the
polymer losing the ability to self weld. Filled materials again are more susceptible to
problems from poor adhesion because they typically lose heat faster than non-filled
materials.
2.1.1.3 Formation of V-notch
The fountain flow of the polymer flow front produces a V-notch at the weldline. This
acts as a crack initiator. The formation of the V-notch is material and molding condition
dependent. It has been proposed that the V-notch may be avoided if the mold is properly
vented [65], but this may not always be the case. Polystyrene does have a high tendency
to form the V-notch as seen in the birefringence picture in Figure 2-4.
Figure 2-4: Birefringence of PS sample with weldline showing V-notch that forms from
fountain flow
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2.1.2 Predicting Weldline Strength
Several researchers have attempted to predict the weldline strength using some
fundamental polymer science relations. Kim and Suh [65] proposed that the weldline
strength is proportional to the density of molecules crossing the interface. The strength
may be expressed as
(2-1)
where A
o
is the initial cross section, A is the area where there is no molecular chain
across the interface, and (J'h is the tensile.strength of the bulk. As mentioned earlier,
there is no evidence that the fibers of filled materials cross the interface, so this
relationship only applies to neat materials. Applying Fick's first law of diffusion
dA _ C D!:lG
-- --
dt kT
and writing the free energy difference as
!:lG = -2y A - T!:lSm
(2-2)
(2-3)
it is possible to use Flory-Huggins Lattice Theory to equate the degree of bonding as a
function of time and temperature.
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(2-4)
The value for the self diffusion coefficient can be easily estimated from material
properties using
(2-5)
where p is the melt density, T is the processing temperature, R is the gas constant, Me
is the critical molecular weight, M is the absolute molecular weight, Rg is the radius of
gyration, and 1] M is the zero shear viscosity at critical molecular weight and processing
. ~T
temperature.
This analysis does not account for the V-notch formation. This requires a fracture
mechanics analysis as presented by Tomari, et al. [66]. Specimens were molded with a
butt weld, Type I from Figure 2-1, located in the center. They were then machined to
have a double edge notch, with the depth of the notch varying. In this way they were able
to observe that the V-notch was 0.2 mm in the polystyrene samples while for
polycarbonate there was no significant notch at all, confirming that the formation of the
V-notch is material dependant. By using the value of the depth of weldline and the
strength at the weldline, it is possible to predict the critical stress intensity factor, or
fracture toughness.
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2.1.3 Filled Polymers
K D l/2Ie = 0" IV IV (2-6)
Fisa and Rahmani [67] studied the effect of cavity shape on the weldline strength in
glass-fiber reinforced polypropylene (GFPP). They compared directly molded (type I)
and plaque with an insert (type II) weldlines. The results show that the strength was
independent of geometry; rather the strength is a function of fiber concentration. The
results for GFPP followed the equation:
where 0"/11 is the matrix strength and ¢ is the fiber volume fraction. For other
engineering plastics such as nylon [68] and polycarbonate [69] the weldline strength is
higher than predicted from Equation 2-7. In long fiber reinforced polymers the reduction
in strength is even more significant. Bouti and Fisa [70] and Lalande [71] used long fiber
reinforced PP and found that the weldline strength decreases with fiber concentration.
2.1.4 How to Deal with Weldlines
The early solution to weldlines was to modify the mold in such a way that weldlines
are avoided or located at noncritical areas of the part. This is no longer a valid solution.
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The next solution was to optimize processing conditions, but the literature has shown that
there is limited room for improvement in many materials. There are currently three main
ways to try and solve the weakness of weldlines: optimization of the material.
composition, mold design, and novel processes that deal with one or several sources of
the weldline weakness.
2.1.4.1 Material Composition
This method was developed mainly for multiphase systems. Researchers were able to
find great improvement in strength through the control of morphology and the
improvement of the interfaces between the various phases [72-76]. The use of
endothermic blowing agents for strengthening weldlines in foamed products has been
reported [77], as well as the use of extemallubricant in ABS formulations [78]. In this
case the lubricants help to promote a plug like flow rather than the mentioned fountain
flow. This reduces the deformation of the rubber particles in the melt. In the case of
materials with anisometric particles, the aspect ratio is reduced and the use of interface
adhesion promoters can have beneficial results.
2.1.4.2 Mold Design
When possible the basic idea of positioning the weldline in noncritical areas is still a
very feasible option [77-86]. The use of new computer flow simulations such as
Moldflow [87] also allows for visualization of where weldlines will be in the final
product. Another mold modification that can be made is to add flow diverters that aid in
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the mixing of the polymer melt during filling [88]. The diverters repeatedly change the
direction of the flow, which results in stronger weldlines, but often require post 1M
processing to achieve correct dimensions.
2.1.4.3 Processes
There are several novel processes that attempt to change the topography of the
weldline. One proposed method is to use sequential filling by controlling the gating of
hot runners [89]. At the start of the mold-filling two hot runner nozzles are open, then at
some predetermined time the second nozzle is shut. The first nozzle continues to fill,
thus relocating the weldline. This concept can also be applied to cold runners, by
positioning the gates appropriately, in such a way that there will still be filling after the
weldline is formed. This is illustrated in Figure 2-5.
Another line of novel processes used to increase the strength of weldlines in 1M is
vibration molding. There are several tested methods that show significant increases in
weldline strength. These will be examined more closely in the next section.
2.2 Vibration Molding
Vibration molding is a general term used for a number of melt manipulation
techniques used in 1M. The fundamentals are similar, but the application of each differs
in several ways. Each of the methods presented apply what has been termed vibration
energy, through a periodic force or continuous melt manipulation through constant
shearing. This energy alters the pressure of the melt, inducing additional flow and
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altering the morphology as compared to conventional molding. There are several
patented techniques that cause melt manipulation during injection molding, but only
those that have documented studies on the manipulation of weldlines will be reviewed
here. The reader is referred to Kikuchi's work [54] for a more detailed review of all the
vibration molding techniques.
I ~
- ..~--
.-
•/
Gates
Figure 2-5: Weldline topography showing how weldlines can be manipulated by
adjusting gate placement
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2.2.1 Vibration Molding Processes
2.2.1.1 SCORIM
SCORIM, which is an acronym for Shear Controlled Orientation in Injection Molding,
uses a special double live feed SCORIM unit to manipulate the melt. [48, 90-114] The
system was invented by Allan et al. at BruneI University in England and first patented in
the U.S. in 1990 (U.S. Patent No. 4,925,161) [115]. The two-plunger SCORIM system is
shown in Figure 2-6.
Conventional Screw, Barrel
Check and Adapter Assembly~
Figure 2-6: Schematic of SCORIM (Two Plunger) System.
Reprinted from [100]
The process begins with the injection screw feeding molten polymer into either one or
both chambers. The plungers are then actuated to fill the cavity. The plungers are then
activated in an out-of-phase manner, which causes the melt to flow back and forth
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between the plungers. After the out-of-phase motion the plungers are at full forward to
apply the packing pressure.
This technique has been shown to dramatically affect the strength of weldlines
because it is able to pull the melt back aild forth across the weldline. Figure 2-7 presents
comparisons of the ultimate tensile strengths realized with SCORIM and conventional
injection molding processing for various materials containing weldlines. These
experimental test results were obtained from several references [92, 100].
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Figure 2-7: Comparisons ofUltimate Tensile Strength between SCORIM processed and
injection molded parts with a weldline
In the figure, PP stands for polypropylene, FF stands for fiber-filled, MR stands for mica-
reinforced, TA stands for talc-added, LCP stands for liquid crystalline polymer, PA
stands for polyamide, PPA stands for polyphthalamide, HIPS stands for high impact
polystyrene, PC stands for polycarbonate, and the number in the parenthesis stands for
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the fraction of additives. From the figure, improved strengths were obtained using the
SCORIM process for all materials except for PC. In all reports, it is mentioned that the
SCORIM processing conditions must be optimized, or the resultant strength will actually
be reduced.
2.2.1.2 Push-Pull
The Push-Pull Injection Molding Process [90,91, 107, 112, 116, 117] was patented in
the U.S. in 1991 (U.S. Patent No. 5,074,772) [118]. Gutjahr of Klockner-Ferromatic-
Desma, Erlanger, KY, created this methodology. It resembles SCORIM, in that it has
two actuators forcing the motion of the polymer. For this process, though, the actuators
are the screws of two separate injection molding machines as seen in Figure 2-8. At first,
the master screw fills the mold and continues filling until the companion screw is filled.
Then these screws move back and forth to oscillate the polymer melt.
Figure 2-8: Schematic ofPush·Pull System.
Reprinted from [107]
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Another arrangement for Push-Pull is to fill with both screws then oscillate the melt
after the mold is filled, as shown in Figure 2-9.
A B A B A B
1st step 2nd step 3rdstep
Figure 2-9: Schematic ofPush-Pull System.
Reprinted from [117]
2.2.1.3 Moving Boundary Technique
The Moving Boundary Technique [119, 120] was patented in the U.S. in 1996 (U.S.
Patent No. 5,538,413) [121]. Gardner et al. at the University of Massachusetts, Lowell,
Ma, have studied this methodology. The technique utilizes reciprocating pines) that are
controlled by a cam. A one reciprocating pin system is shown in Figure 2-10, and a two
pin system is shown in Figure 2-11.
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AA
Section A-A
Figure 2-10: Schematic ofMoving Boundary Technique (one pin) Unit.
Reprinted from [120]
Section B-B
Figure 2-11: Schematic of Moving Boundary Technique (Two pins) Unit.
Reprinted from [120]
As seen in these figures, the pins are located within the cavity and close to where the
weldline forms. At first, the polymer melt is injected into the cavity and the pins start
activating to oscillate the melt where the two flow fronts meet. The pins cause lateral
displacement of the molten polymer during mold filling to improve the strength at the
weldline. This technique causes a mixing action to produce better bonding at the flow-
fronts.
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Figure 2-10: Schematic of Moving Boundary Technique (one pin) Unit.
Reprinted from [120]
Scction B-B
Figure 2-11: Schematic of Moving Boundary Technique (Two pins) Unit.
Reprinted from [120]
As seen in these figures, the pins are located ·within the cavity and close to where the
weldline forms. At first, the polymer melt is injected into the cavity and the pins start
activating to oscillate the melt where the two flow fronts meet. The pins cause lateral
displacement of the molten polymer during mold filling to improve the strength at the
weldline. This teclmique causes a mixing action to produce better bonding at the flow-
fronts.
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An investigation performed by Gardner [119, 120] reported that this technique
significantly improved the strength of the streaming, or Type II, weld-line of fiber-filled
materials. 40% glass fiber reinforced PCIABS blend was used in one case with the
double reciprocating pin arrangement [119]. As can be seen in Figure 2-12, the Moving
Boundary technique improved the strength by almost 100 % over that of conventionally
molded samples containing a weldline.
50,.---------------,
40
Tensile 30
Strength
(MPa)
20
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o Control·
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Figure 2-12: Comparisons ofTensile Strength.
Reprinted from [119]
40% long glass fiber reinforced PP was used during a second study performed by
Gardner [120]. This investigation focused on the effects of using only one reciprocating
pin as shown in Figure 2-10. In this case, the strength improvements were not as
significant as with the two reciprocating pin technique. However, the one pin system still
showed a weldline strength improvement.
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2.2.1.4 RHEOMOLDING
The processing technique known as RHEOMOLDING [90, 91, 122-134] is the oldest
among the technologies reviewed within this document. The original concept was
developed by Ibar [133] and the latest development was invented by Bubel et al. and
patented in the U.S. in 1998 (U.S. Patent No. 5,770,131) [135]. There were several
different designs ofRHEOMOLDING. RHEOJECTOR II was developed specifically for
the improvement of weldlines. This technique embeds a number of hydraulically
manipulated pistons within the mold. For example, two pistons can be placed across a
weldline. Figure 2-13 (a) and (b) schematically explains the RHEOJECTOR II
technique. In order to improve the strength at the weldline, the pistons can be
reciprocated in an out-of-phase mode. When this is done, the molten polymer moves
back and forth between the two pistons, resulting in material flow across the weldline. A
further development of the RHEOJECTOR II concept (RHEOJECTOR II-A) is shown in
Figure 2-13 (c) and (d). In this case, the pistons are placed at the parting line of the mold,
. allowing for less modification of the original mold.
Again, strength improvements were realized when RHEOJECTOR II was
implemented. The range ofpercentage strength improvement was from 10% (ABS) to
180% (FFPP), as seen in Figure 2-14. In the figure, RJII stands for RHEOJECTOR II
and 1M stands for conventional injection molding. As far as the materials are concerned,
HIPS stands for high impact polystyrene; I'RPS stands for ignition retardant polystyrene,
TFPP stands for talc-filled polypropylene, FFPP stands for fiber-filled polypropylene,
and GFPPA stands for glass fiber-filled polyphthalamide. RHEOMOLDING processed
parts with a weldline in many cases were found to have the strength identical or close to
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Cavity Runner Sprue Cavity Runner Sprue
Piston Piston
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2-13: Schematics ofRHEOJECTOR II (a & b) and II-A (c & d).
Reprinted from [132] and modified.
that of conventionally molded parts without a weldline. It is interesting to note that in
some cases such as with TFPP, RHEOMOLDING processed parts with a weldline had an
even higher strength than conventionally molded parts without a weldline.
2.2.1.5 Vibration Assisted Injection Molding
Vibration Assisted Injection Molding technology was originally developed by using
. the concept of RHEOMOLDING. This system utilizes the injection screw to apply
vibration energy to the molten polymer during the molding cycle, thus no machine or
mold hardware modification is required.
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Figure 2-14: Comparisons of Tensile Strength between RHEOMOLDING and Injection
Molded parts with weldlines·
The process consists of the screw injecting the polymer melt into the mold. At a
predetermined time, the screw will begin a decompression-compression oscillatory
motion. This can occur during filling or after the cavity is already full. The screw
continues to oscillate linearly, until the packing pressure is applied. The process creates a
pressure difference across sections of the cavity, which leads to the motion of the
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Figure 2-15: Cavity pressure during conventional injection molding
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Figure 2-16: Cavity pressure during VAIM
polymer melt. When pressure sensors are mounted in the mold cavity wall, it is possible
to see this effect. Figure 2-15 shows a pressure profile plot from a typical conventional
molding cycle compared to Figure 2-16 showing pressure during VAIM. The pressure
oscillations during VAIM effects both the rheology and morphology of the polymer.
Figure 2-18 shows the affects VAIM has during the injection molding process. In
Kikuchi's recent study he found that with polystyrene, VAIMprocessing enhanced the
strength by more than 25% while reducing part-to-part variation by 67% without
sacrificing process cycle time. Possibly a more significant finding in the work, was that
the molder could use a blend of recycled and virgin materials, yet produce parts with a
higher UTS then 100% virgin material.
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Figure 2-17: Schematic representation of Vibration-Assisted Injection Molding
technique Set-up
Figure 2-18: Potential Influence of VAIM Technique on Injection Molding
Process/Product.
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2.2.2 Comparison of Various Techniques
All of the techniques, while relying on the same fundamental principles, have their
own unique advantages and disadvantages. This section will look into some of these
issues and attempt to classify each of the techniques.
SCORIM (two-plunger system) and Push-Pull, as mentioned, are similar techniques
that have been shown to enhance specific materials in a similar fashion. The weldline
strength improvements and the unidirectional molecular alignment are the greatest with
these two methods. The cost of this is that both systems require mold modification and
also additional hardware and a controller. SCORIM and Push-Pull can be described as
acting on a global scale. The term global is used because the application of the vibration
energy is prior to the gates, and thus acts on the total polymer melt. These techniques
would conceivably be useful for products that did not have weldlines because of the
manipulation of the total polymer melt. This cannot be tested, however, since the
equipment requires at least two gates and weldlines will always be present.
The moving boundary and RHEOJECTOR II techniques are also comparable in that
the techniques still require external hardware, but only require the modifications to the
mold, not the injection unit itself. As compared to SCORIM and Push-Pull, these
techniques can be described as being localized. That is to say the vibration energy is
applied after the gate. This localized melt manipulation is practical for weldline issues
but may not be as useful for single gate parts.
VAIM acts on the global polymer melt because the injection screw is used to apply the
energy. This technique, unlike SCORIM and Push-Pull, does not require any external
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hardware beyond a controller. The low. capital cost of VAIM is what makes the
technique a very attractive and feasible approach to vibration molding.
Another method of categorizing these techniques is by the number of sources that the
energy is applied through. The various techniques can have a single source, as in VAIM, .
or multiple sources, as in RHEOJECTOR II and Push-Pull. Using the number of sources
and the global or local characteristic it is possible to plot the techniques on two axes as
shown in Figure 2-19. This is a helpful visualization of how the techniques are relat~d to
each other.
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(Gardner, Malloy)
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(Ibar, Kikuchi, et al.)
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Figure 2-19: Various forms of melt manipulation techniques
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The current work is based on VAIM. This technique will provide a cost effective way
ofaltering polymer morphology during the injection molding process while requiring the
least amount ofmold and machine alterations. The scientific understanding of the
technique is justbeginning and this study helps to increase that knowledge base.
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3 Strength of Weldlines
3.1 Introduction
At the onset of the research it was determined that the initial project step would be to
optimize the molding conditions for a two gate dogbone tensile test specimen. Using
.these conditions, products made with and without vibration-assisted injecion molding
could be compared. The VAIM parameters could then be optimized, and the ultimate
tensile strengths of the two. The first step then was to conduct an optimization
experiment for products with weldlines.
3.2 Experimental Design
3.2.1 Material Selection
The material chosen for this study was polystyrene (Huntsman PS202). Polystyrene is
an amorphous thermoplastic and was chosen for several reasons. The first is that it is
known to be susceptible to weldline problems because of the formation of a V-notch. It
is also easy to mold and can provide qualitative insight through the use of birefringence
measurements. The use of an amorphous polymer also eliminated the need to consider
additional effects from crystallization and cross-linking.
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3.2.2 Product Selection
The injection molded parts produced and tested during the study were ASTM D638
specimens, which are commonly called dogbone or dumbbell tensile test specimens.
These will be referred to as dogbones throughout the remainder of the thesis. Nominal
measurements of the specimens along with the general sprue and runner configuration are
provided in Figure 3-1. Two pressure transducers were installed in the mold cavity to
monitor the pressure changes during the cycle due to the vibration energy applied by the
injection screw. The locations of the pressure measurement locations are also shown in
Figure 3-1.
Sprue
Gates
Runners
~---10em(4in.) ---~
1------ 13.735 em (5.4 in.) ---------+1
14-- 16.5 em (6.5 in.) ---if
0.3 em (.125 in.)
Figure 3-1: ASTM D638 specimen
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3.2.3 Equipment Used
All injection molding in this research was done on a Boy 15S injection molding
machine. An ASTM standard tensile testing mold was used that incorporates rotating
plugs to allow for specimens with single or double gate configuration. The mold
temperature was controlled using a Reglomat RT20 thermolater that supplied hot water to
a closed loop network of hoses passing through both sides of the mold. Two Kistler
pressure transducers embedded into the mold monitored the cavity pressure. Tensile test
specimens were in compliance with ASTM D638 standard test methods for tensile testing
of plastics. The samples were tested on a Measurements Technology Inc. (MIl) Phoenix
Tensile Testing Machine.
3.2.4 Parameter Selection
A previous experiment performed by Malguarnera [136] focused on the effects of
injection molding processing parameters on weldlines. The parameters used in that study
were melt temperature, mold temperature, injection pressure, and speed of filling. These
are the most common processing parameters considered in 1M and thus were also the
ones used in this experiment. Injection time, holding time, and cooling time were set for
proper molding and remained consistent throughout the experiment.
3.2.5 Parameter Range
The recommended values for the processing parameters were obtained from the
material supplier data sheet. These were set as a middle point of the range of values used
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when possible. The recommended injection speed was fast, so a higher level could not be
used. Three levels were used for each parameter. The levels are summarized in Table
3-1.
Parameters/Levels 1 2 3
Melt Temperature (oF) 400 440 480
Mold Temperature (OP) 140 160 180
Injection Pressure (psi) 5,000 9,500 13,500
Injection Speed (Levels) 3 5 7
Table 3-1: Parameter levels and ranges for Experiment A
3.2.6 Experiment Selection
Due to the number of factors, with each evaluated at three levels, a full factorial was
determined to require too much time and material. Rather a partial factorial experiment
was used, specifically Taguchi's method. The method is based on the use of
predetermined orthogonal arrays for the specific number ofparameters and levels being
tested. The array required for four parameters at three levels each is an L9, Table 3-2.
This allows for only nine trials in each repetition rather than 81 as in the 34 factorial
design. The focused product quality characteristic on which the study was based was the
axial tensile strength of the specimens produced. This parameter was determined by
performing standardized tensile tests on the MTI mechanical testing machine. During all
mechanical testing, the specimen elongation rate imposed was 5mmJmin and the ambient
temperature was kept at 23°C.
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Trial/Column A B C D
Trial 1 1 1 1 1
Trial 2 1 2 2 2
Trial 3 1 3 3 3
Trial 4 2 1 2 3
TrialS 2 2 3 1
Trial 6 2 3 1 2
Trial? 3 1 3 2
Trial 8 3 2 1 3
Trial 9 3 3 2 1
Table 3-2: Taguchi L9 Orthogonal Array
3.3 Optimization
The experiment was performed using the levels from Taguchi's array. It was repeated
five times for a total of 45 samples. The samples were allowed to relax for 24 hours,
before being tested on the MTl tensile testing machine for DTS. An analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was performed and the main effects were plotted, Figure 3-2. The optimum
settings were found to be mold temperature of 140 OF, melt temper,!ture of 440 OF, a slow
injection speed, and an injection pressure of 9500 psi.
The optimized settings did not agree with the material suppliers specifications and the
trends shown in the main effects plot did not agree with past experiments [136]. From
that study the expected results would be higher melt and mold temperatures would
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Figure 3-2: Main Effects plot for Experiment A
produce stronger weldlines and injection pressure and speed have little effect on the end
result. The main effects for this first experiment show almost a complete opposite result,
in that injection pressure and speed had the largest effects, and increased mold
temperature resulted in weaker parts. This caused enough doubt to justify redoing the
experiment with the levels being adjusted, Table 3-3, to account for what the previously
predicted optimum conditions.
The second experiment also had 45 samples that were tested in the same fashion. In
this case, the results seemed to agree with those found by Malguarnera. The increased
temperature in both melt and mold resulted in higher strengths and the injection speed
and pressure had less effect, Figure 3-3.
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Parameters/Levels 1 2 3
Melt Temperature (<lp) 420 440 460
Mold Temperature (<lp) 130 140 150
Injection Pressure (psi) 8,000 9,500 11,000
Injection Speed (Levels) 1.5 3 4.5
Table 3-3: Levels for Experiment B
The objective of the experiment was to optimize the processing parameters, and it is
clear that both mold temperature and melt temperature were not yet optimized. The
optimum would be at a peak in the curve, much like those found with injection pressure
and speed. Therefore, another iteration was performed. In this third iteration only the
melt temperature and mold temperature were adjusted as shown in Table 3-4. Injection
pressure and speed remained at the optimum levels determined.
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Figure 3-3: Main Effects Plot for Experiment B
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When the samples were tested the plot of main effects, Figure 3-4, now show the peak
of the curve which was desired, but in the process injection pressure and speed have gone
away from their respective optimums. This scenario is preferable over the one found in
experiment B, because it has been shown that melt temperature and mold temperature
have a larger effect on the weldline strength. Having these two parameters optimized is
critical to stronger weldlines.
Parameters/Levels 1 2 3
Melt Temperature (~) 450 460 470
Mold Temperature (OF) 140 150 160
Injection Pressure (psi) 8,000 9,500 11,000
Injection Speed (Levels) 2 3 4
Table 3-4: Levels for Experiment C
These experiments show the difficulty in obtaining optimum processing conditions in
1M because of the interaction that occurs between the parameters. Changing one
parameter will certainly change how one or more of the other parameters will affect
product quality. At this point the range of the values tested were small enough to
conclude that these were the optimum conditions for PS202 with a weldline. In the end
135 samples were made and tested in order to find the optimum processing conditions
shown in Table 3-4.
A verification of these settings was performed by molding dogbones with and without
weldlines and comparing tensile strengths between the two samples. The optimum
molding conditions used for single gate specimens were found in earlier work by Tom et
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ai. [137]. One hundred samples were made of each and the resultant UTS was 6,757 psi
for dogbones with a weldline and 7,836 psi for single gate dogbones with no weldline.
This is a reduction of 13.7% in the UTS when a weldline'is present. This agrees with
reports showing a 90% retention of strength in polystyrene.
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Figure 3-4: Main Effects Plot for Experiment C
3.4 Conclusion
The processing conditions for tensile dogbone specimens with a weldline were
optimized for strength. These conditions may vary for specific geometries and for Type
IT weldlines. The results of increasing temperature, both melt and mold, to increase the
strength at weldlines is consistent with the literature. The ability of the polymer to self
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adhere is a function of the temperature from Equation 2-4. The complexity of the
injection molding process was evident from the interactions found between processing
parameters. This shows the importance of using robust experiment designs, rather than
the vary-one-variable-at-a-time approach often found in industry.
PS (with weldIine) PS (without weldIine)
Injection Time 0.5 seconds 0.5 sec
Holding Time 19.5 seconds 19.5 seconds
Cooling Time 15 seconds 15 seconds
Injection Pressure 8,000 psi 8,000 psi
Injection Speed 2 7
Mold Temperature 150 of 130 of
Melt Temperature 460 of 420 of
:rab1e 3-5: Optimized Molding Conditions for PS with Weldline
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4 Vibration-Assisted Injection Molding and Weldlines
4.1 Experimental Vibration-Assisted Injection Molding
Capability Establishment
To study the effects of vibration assisted injection molding experimentally, an existing
injection molding machine was fitted with the equipment that allows the injection screw
to be oscillated in a compression-decompression manner. This was accomplished by
developing an open-loop hardware/software control system to actuate hydraulic valves
appropriately and produce a forward rearward motion of the injection screw. The
hardware used to manipulate the melt during the process is schematically shown in
Figure 4-1. A Gateway 2000 GP6 series personal computer was used as an external
medium to run the software LabVIEW. The 'virtual instrument' programmed in
LabVIEW allows the operator to vary the vibration molding parameters which are
frequency, vibration duration, delay time and duty cycle. The software interfaces with a
Boy 15S injection molding machine through an AID converter and DAQ relay board.
Two power amplifiers were used to ramp up control output digital signals emitted by the
DAQ board to assure the power levels were sufficient to operate the compression!
decompression valve of the Boy 15S. An RDP LVDT transducer was installed onto the
carriage to monitor the screw position during the cycle.
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PersmalComputer .
(a)
(b)
Figure 4-1: a) Schematic of experimental hardware used for all experimental studies
b) Actual system used during experiments
4.2 Vibration Related Processing Variables
To study the effects of vibration-assisted injection molding, five parameters related to
the imposed vibration were selected. These were 1) Delay time to begin vibration (~el);
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Figure 4-1: a) Schematic of experimental hardware used for all experimental studies
b) Actual system used during experiments
4.2 Vibration Related Processing Variables
To study the effects of vibration-assisted injection molding, five parameters related to
the imposed vibration were selected. These were 1) Delay time to begin vibration (tdeD;
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2) Vibration duration (tdur); 3) Vibration frequency (f); 4) Intracycle compressIOn
duration (teom); and 5) Intracycle decompression duration (tdee).
The first three of these parameters are self-explanatory. The delay time to begin·
vibration is the amount of time between the start of injection and the start of applied
vibration. The vibration duration is the amount of time that the applied vibration
continues once it is initiated, and lastly the vibration frequency defines how many
compression/decompression cycles are applied per second while the vibration is ongoing.
The final two parameters require a slightly more detailed description.
As described earlier, the vibration during this study was applied through the
sequential compression and decompression of polymer melt by the axial forward and
backward motion of the injection screw. This motion is realized by appropriately
activating the hydraulic valve on the molding machine to induce compression or
decompression. The intracycle compression and decompression duration times (teom and
tdee) correspond to the amounts of time that the valve is actually activated in each mode
during each cycle. For practical purposes, a switchover delay time (tsd) to be applied
during transitions from decompression to compression was designed into the LabVIEW
virtual instrument (VI) software controller. The purpose of such a delay is to enable
some degree of barrel screw stroke control and avoid too much backward travel during
the decompression stage. . During the delay period, the hydraulic valve is placed into a
neutral state, and the injection screw remains in a stationary position until the next
compression signal is provided. The actual level of the switchover delay time is
automatically calculated within the VI using the relation:
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( 4-1 )
Thus, to enable such a switchover delay the sum of the compression and decompression
duration times specified by the user must always be less than the period of a vibration
cycle. This can be seen in Figure 4-2, where the control signal sent to the hydraulic
valve during a single vibration cycle is depicted.
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Figure 4-2: VAIM control signal sent to the hydraulic valve during a single vibration
cycle.
The specification of intracycle compression and decompression duration times
defines what can be referred to as the duty cycle of the selected vibration process. If one
complete vibration cycle were to be explained in terms of time, the duty cycle would be
represented by the ratio of the total time that the system is in a compression or forward
motion mode to the total time that the system is in a decompression or backward motion
mode. These total compression and decompression mode times are shown in Figure 4-2
for-clarity. Thus, the duty cycle can be mathematically defined as
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DC = tcom
tdec + (I'd
(4-2 )
Duty cycle values of at least 1.0 are recommended, as permitting too much
decompression has been found on occasion to yield insufficiently packed final products.
4.3 Experimental Procedure and Results
The same material, polystyrene (Huntsman PS202) was used in this portion of the
experiment. The conventional molding conditions used were the optimized conditions
from Chapter 3. The VAIM parameters were optimized again using multilevel factorial
experiments, specifically Taguchi's method. The vibration oriented parameters
investigated were frequency, vibration duration, delay time from the beginning of
injection to start vibration, and duty cycle. The range of values tested is given in Table
4-1. For the number of factors and levels, a larger L16 orthogonal array was required. A
similar iterative process was used to try and center on the optimum vibration settings. A
total of 390 dogbones were tested, and the final optimum vibration conditions that were
determined were: frequency of 9 Hz, vibration duration of 4 seconds, a delay of 0
seconds (or vibration starting when the injection begins), and a duty cycle of 1:1.
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Vibration Parameters Range ofValues Tested
Frequency 2-10 Hz
Vibration Duration 3 - 20 seconds
Delay 0-5 seconds
Duty Cycle 1:1 and 2:1
Table 4-1: Range ofVibration Parameters tested for PS with Optimum Molding
Conditions
The resulting VTS of one hundred samples molded at these optimal processing
conditions was 6848 psi. Comparing this to the VTS from the optimized conditions in
chapter 3 of 6757 psi, we find an increase in strength of just 90.9 psi or 1.35%. This
value falls within the limits of error and cannot be considered to be significant. .
So the first impression is that in fact VAIM as applied by the method focused on does
not alter weldlines at all. Reconsidering what is being attempted leads to a different
conclusion though. In this experiment, the strength is trying to be increased in a product
that was already optimized for tensile strength. The effects of VAIM may have been
limited due to the improvement in weldline strength already achieved through optimized
processing. So it is valid, in this case, to conclude VAIM cannot increase the retention of
strength factor from 90% to some higher value. The question that cannot be answered
from this experiment is if VAIM can increase the retention of strength factor from say
40% to 90%. Because of this uncertainty, the next phase of the research was to
purposefully mold double gate dogbones with processing parameters that were not
optimized with and without VAIM and compare the VTS in each.
Now the injection molding conditions from the single gate optimization [137],
referred to in chapter 3, were used. The vibration parameters had already been optimized
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for the material, but not for these conditions. To check if the new molding conditions
would have an effect on the vibration parameters, one Taguchi experiment was
performed, and the results indicated that in fact there was a difference. The new
optimum conditions were, a frequency of 9 Hz, a vibration duration of 14 sec, a delay
time of 4 sec, and a duty cycle of 1:1. This brings to light the point mentioned earlier,
that vibration techniques must be optimized for each specific application for
improvements to be realized. Simply changing the processing conditions resulted in a
change of both vibration duration and delay. In the end the resultant VTS for the single
gate, double gate without VAIM, and double gate with VAIM were 7836 psi, 4758 psi,
5132 psi respectively. A plot of the distributions is shown in Figure 4-3. The percent
increase is now 7.86 % as opposed to 1.35 % from the previous experiment. The strength
retention percentage was increased from 70 % to 75 %. Even though this shows that
VAIM does have some effect on the strength in the weldline, it does not meet the
previously observed level of a 20% increase. These results will be discussed further in
the Section 4.5.
4.4 Evaluation of a Fiber Filled Material
The results for polystyrene show minimal increases in VTS. The weakness in
weldlines in polystyrene comes primarily from the formation of the V-notch. The next
step was to determine if VAIM had any effect on molecular/fiber orientation near
weldlines with a filled polymer. 30% Glass Fiber Filled Polypropylene (GFPP), Montell
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Higlass PF0.72-3, was chosen because of its high fiber concentration and long fiber
lengths, both contributing to weaker weldlines.
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Figure 4-3: Statistical Comparison of Weldline Strength in PS202
By this point in the project, the usefulness of Taguchi's method was in question. The
original decision to use the method was because it was a fractional factorial design,
which would save in time and material. Looking at the past experiments, the number of
total test specimens was in all cases larger than a full factorial would have been because
of the extra iterations needed to find the true optimum conditions. It was decided to use 0
a full factorial design for this part of the research. The number of trials needed to
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complete each run' in a full factorial is larger, but more information can be attained from
the results ofjust a few repetitions than with Taguchi's method.
Rather than run an optimization experiment on single gate specimens to find molding
conditions, the recommended conditions from the material data sheet were used. A
mixed level full factorial with two replicates was performed with a total of 144 samples.
Again one hundred samples were molded for both reference values; single gate and
double gate without vibration, and the optimized vibration settings. The UIS for the
three were 12,047.6 psi for single gate, 3956.6 psi for double gate, and 4011.4 for double
gate with vibration. The strength retention for this polymer is only 32.8 %, but applying
VAIM only increased this value by a half percent to 33.3 %. The increase in strength is
again within the range of statistical error, so the values cannot be considered significantly
different.
4.5 Discussion of Results
The increase in strength is minimal when applying VAIM to a part with a Type I
weldline. This can be explained by recalling the three reasons for the reduction in
strength for parts with weldlines: poor adhesion, molecular/fiber orientation
perpendicular to the flow direction, and the formation of the V-notch. By applying the
vibratIon at the screw, the melt, macroscopically, is compressed and decompressed
equally at both flow fronts. Since the mold was designed with two gates and the weldline
meeting in the middle of the part there was no mixing across the weldline, which is what
is needed to produce better bonding, increased molecular/fiber alignment, and reduce the
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size of the V-notch. Qualitatively examining the birefringence of the polystyrene
samples, Figure 4-4, it is evident that the small increase in UTS comes from the decrease
in the size of the V-notch. There may also be slightly better bonding at the weldline. The
sharp dark line in b of Figure 4-4 seems to be fainter in the part where VAIM has been
applied. Yet clearly the weldline is still present and, for all practical purposes, has not
been altered.
a b c
Figure 4-4: Birefringence of polystyrene dogbane specimens a) without a weldline b)
with a weldline c) with a weldline and application of VAIM
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The significant reduction in strength of the GFPP when weldlines are present can be
explained by the orientation of the glass fibers perpendicular to the flow front. Applying
vibration does not affect the orientation of these fibers, so the strength does not increase.
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Figure 4-5: Various forms of melt.manipulation techniques
The improvement that was realized when VAIM was applied to single gated parts was
concluded to occur because of improvements to the molecular orientation of the polymer
chains. The increased orientation resulted from an oscillating pressure difference from
one end of the cavity to the other. This pressure difference causes fluid motion, and thus
increased orientation along with higher strength in that direction. With a double gate
system, the pressures at either end of the cavity remain the same throughout the process,
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so no motion can take place. Therefore orily minimal improvements were seen. The
oscillatory techniques that were shown to improve the strength in the weldline vary from
VAIM in that they were able to induce large amounts of shear across the weldline. The
lack of shearing in the VAIM part is evident from the birefringence in Figure 4-4 since
there is no change in the color pattern between the two double gated parts. Recalling the
categorization of the various vibration techniques and the plot that is reprinted in Figure
4-5, VAIM is in a quadrant alone, being a single source application acting on the total
melt. It appears that to improve the strength in parts with weldlines using VAIM, it will
be necessary to create a more local effect within the cavity of the 1M mold and/or move
towards multiple sources of oscillatory energy. A new concept that could potentially be
applied to achieve this goal is discussed in the next chapter.
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5 Controllable Compliance Accumulator
As mentioned earlier, one of the attractive features of VAIM is the lack of any major
machine and mold modifications, which results in capital costs being low to implement
the technology. It has been shown that this technique does not increase the strength of
weldlines like a few of the other melt manipulation technologies do. In theory, if VAIM
could be implemented through the use of multiple sources and/or be applied more locally
at the mold, the proceSs would be capable of increasing the strength in weldlines. On the
other hand if the modifications to the technology require any complicated machine or
mold modifications, then the technology loses its practicality and relative ease of
implementation. With this in mind, the research turned towards the development of a
new novel device called the Controllable Compliance Accumulator CCCA). The device,
in its present form, requires minimal mold modifications and no modifications to the
machine beyond what is needed for VAIM, thus keeping the cost at a minimum. A
preliminary version of a CCA was designed and fabricated. A set of screening
experiments was then conducted using the device. The details related to this initial
endeavor are discussed in this chapter.
5.1 Design Specifications
A schematic diagram of the Controllable Compliance Accumulator concept is
presented in Figure 5-1. The ideas consists of a pin located near or at the weldline that
moves linearly with the stroke of the injection screw during VAIM.
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CCAPin
(a)
(b)
Figure 5-1: Schematic of CCA concept a) screw in decompression stage of VAIM b)
screw in compression stage of VAIM
In examining the name more closely we see that this device is first an accumulator
rather than an actuator. The energy for the system is supplied by VAIM, so no external
power source is required. The device is also controllable. The CCA consists of a spring
that can be adjusted and/or changed to meet the specific needs of the part and material
being molded. A spring is not the only choice for controlling the motion of the pin.
Hydraulics and pneumatics were also considered, but a spring was determined to be the
most cost effective.
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a) b)
c)
Figure 5-2: a) Controllable Compliance Accumulator Assembly b) Assembly with
Mold c) Reverse side of Assembly and Mold
Several views of the actual design that was developed are shown in Figure 5-2. The
CCA consists of a pin that begins flush with the wall of the mold, connected to a rocker
arm that has a spring assembly mounted on one end with the other end being fixed. This
allows the pin to move linearly when the polymer melt is being oscillated by VAIM.
When the screw is at its full forward position the spring will be at maximum
displacement and the pin cavity will be filled with molten polymer. Once the screw
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Figme 5-2: a) Controllable Compliance Accumulator Assembly b) Assembly with
Mold c) Reverse side of Assembly and Mold
Several views of the actual design that was developed are shown in Figure 5-2. The
CCA consists of a pin that begins flush with the wall of the mold, connected to a rocker
arm that has a spring assembly mounted on one end with the other end being fixed. This
allows the pin to move linearly when the polymer melt is being oscillated by VAIM.
When the screw is at its full forward position the spring will be at maximum
displacement and the pin cavity will be filled with molten polymer. Once the screw
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begins to decompress because of VAIM the spring will push the pin back to flush with
the mold wall. The process repeats with every oscillation of the screw. The plot of a
typical pressure curve at the mold wall will help to illustrate this idea, Figure 5-3. The
horizontal red line shows the pressure at which the spring will begin to compress. If
more displacement of the spring is required, it is simple to change the spring to one with
a lower spring constant. Fine tuning of the desired spring constant can also be achieved
by adjusting a nut, shown as a light purple bolt in Figure 5-2, which can shorten or
lengthen the spring.
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Figure 5-3: Pressure experienced at cavity wall during VAIM
5.2 Screening Experiments
The CCA was mounted onto a mold that fits an in-house Master Unit Die type mold.
The part is again the standard tensile test dogbone specimen with a Type I weldline
located in the center. The CCA was positioned to act directly at the weldline. The Boy
ISS machine equipped with the VAIM hardware supplied the vibration energy. The
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purpose of the screening tests was to detennine what the parameters of interest would be
in a full optimization experiment. The first experiments consisted of running the
optimum conditions found for single gate parts, but varying frequency over three levels: 1
Hz, 2 Hz, and 4 HZ. Higher frequencies were found to produce no motion in the CCA,
which will be discussed later.
5.2.1 Ultimate Tensile Strength
The samples were first tested for UTS. The results were inconclusive since the
dogbones were found to break along the outline of the CCA pin rather than at the
weldline. Attempting to isolate the weldline from the CCA, the mold was modified by
increasing the size of one runner. This resulted in a dogbone shown in Figure 5-4 with
the weldline located 2.5 cm from the CCA pin.
Sprue
Larger Runner
Weldline
Figure 5-4: Modified ASTM D638 Tensile Test Specimen
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When the new samples were tested, they still broke at the CCA pin. The results in Table
5-1 show that the strength was reduced by as much as 22%. It has been determined that
the reason for the significant reduction in strength is because of the formation of a skin in
injection molding. When the molten polymer flows into the pin cavity a skin is instantly
formed on the colder mold wall. When the screw begins its decompression stroke, the
spring proceeds to push this skin directly into the center of the final part. This leaves a
large defect, much like drilling a hole directly through the final part. This obviously is a
problem that must be solved, but one must consider whether it is worth trying to fix this
problem if the weldline is still not going to be stronger in the end.
Freq (Hz) wI VAIM (Mpa) wI GGA (Mpa) % Difference
1 34.99 29.55 -18.39
2 35.20 28.73 -22.51
4 35.19 30.06 -17.05
Table 5-1: Comparison ofUTS when using VAIM with and without the CCA
5.2.2 Three Point Bend Test
To further evaluate the utility of the CCA concept, additional specimens were molded
and tested in a three point bend apparatus shown in Figure 5-5. Using this test it was
possible to truly isolate the weldline. The top anvil was positioned directly on the
weldline and the resultant force to break is a gauge of how strong the weldline is. It
should be noted that this test does not follow ASTM standards, but the purpose of the test
is not to characterize the material, it is simply to gauge the effects that the CCA has on
the weldline. The values for the three point bend test are given in Table 5-2 and show
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that there is in fact an increase in load the weldline can support when the CCA is applied.
Although the increase is not statistically significant, it could be said that with proper
optimization the CCA will increase weldline strength.
Fi~re 5-5: Three Point Bend Testing Apparatus
FreQ (Hz) w/VAIM (N) w/CCA (N) % Difference
1 54.52 56.14 2.89
2 54.00 55.13 2.06
4 52.43 52.94 0.97
Table 5-2: Three point bend test results with and without-the CCA
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that there is in fact an increase in load the weldline can support when the CCA is applied.
Although the increase is not statistically significant, it could be said that with proper
optimization the CCA will increase weldline strength.
Figure 5-5: Three Point Bend Testing Apparatus
Freq (Hz) w/VAIM (N) wi eeA (N) % Difference
1 54.52 56.14 2.89
2 54.00 55.13 2.06
4 52.43 52.94 0.97
Table 5-2: Three point bend test results with and without the CCA
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6 Conclusion
6.1 Research Summary
There were three stages to this research project. The first was a parametric study of
we1dline strength in amorphous polystyrene using Taguchi's method. The results show
that higher melt temperature and increased mold temperature will result in stronger
weldlines. The results agree with what is expected from the theoretical analysis and also
from previous studies. The problem for industrial molders, is that when higher
temperatures are used the polymer begins to degrade. Even during some of the work for
this thesis, the polystyrene final product color was brownish with black specks
throughout, while its color should be crystal clear. In some cases these "flawed" parts
had the highest tensile strengths, but a molder would not be able to sell a part that had
such visible discoloration. Secondly higher mold temperatures will result in longer cycle
times in order to prevent warpage and dimensional instability. The decrease in·
throughput may not overcome the benefits of molding stronger parts. And the third
problem for molders is that it costs extra money to run the heaters at higher settings. This
may not seem like a problem, but for companies who are molding very large parts, the
sizes of the heaters is significant enough to warrant a second thought before increasing
the melt temperature ten degrees. Because this solution may not be feasible for any
molders, another solution for increasing weldline strength was sought.
Vibration-Assisted Injection Molding appeared to be a good choice to solve these
problems. There are only a few modifications required to get VAIM working on any 1M
machine, in fact in its current state there are only six wires to connect. Through contacts
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with some injection molding machine suppliers, the new injection molding machines
could have this software built directly into the machines own controller. Unfortunately,
this research has shown that VAIM does not solve any of the three reasons for weldline
weaknesses. In hindsight this makes sense, since all of the vibration energy gets wasted
on the flow fronts trying to push each other. No mixing occurs across the weldline, and
only minor improvements are found from the reduction of the V-notch and possibly
better adhesion.
The lack of improvement led to the development of the Controllable Compliance
Accumulator concept. The current design can be considered at most a prototype. The
small improvements found by performing the three point bend test by no means proves
the device works, but it does give the impression that further research on the device is
warranted. There are large advances that can be made to this design that should help in
the goal of increasing mixing.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
6.2.1 Flow Induced Weldlines
All testing for this thesis was done on Type I weldlines. It would be a worthwhile
experiment to verify that similar results will be realized when Type II weldlines are the
weakness rather than Type 1. The author attempted to perform a study on Type II
weldlines by manufacturing a mock cellular phone faceplate with ~ single gate. Due to a
poor design the study was scrapped. An ejector pin was placed directly on one of the
many weldlines, and the specimen broke every time without releasing from the mold.
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With a single gate, VAIM would create a pressure difference from one end of the cavity
to the other, thus creating fluid flow much like in the study performed by Kikuchi [54].
The increased flow may not be in the proper orientation or have enough molecular/fiber
motion to promote the strengthening of the weldline.
6.2.2 Controllable Compliance Accumulator
6.2.2.1 Defects in the final Product
The largest and most critical problem to solve with the technique is the large defects
that it imparts into the final product. Obviously, even if the CCA was able to cause an
increase in strength at the weldline of 400%, if it still caused the VTS of the entire
product to be reduced by even 5%, then the device is not worth using. The original line.
of thought on how to solve this issue was by controlling the temperature. It was thought
that heating the mold or possibly the pin itself would solve this problem. Some testing
was done and it was found that increasing the mold temperature does not solve this
problem. The skin is going to form regardless of what temperature the mold is, unless of
course the mold is above the melt temperature, but the part would never solidify if this
were the case. The way to solve this problem is to move the pin away from the wall of
the cavity by using an extra runner, Figure 6-1. This would allow the skin to be displaced
in a section that will be discarded. An important factor in this design is the size of the
CCA gate; as if it is too small the gate will freeze prior to the any motion of the pin. The
drawback to a large gate is that it will be more difficult to remove the eCA runner from
the final product.
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CCAPin
Figure 6-1: Modified testing mold for future CCA studies
6.2.2.2 Location of the CCA
Another study that will be required, but should only be attempted when the problem
with defects is solved, is the location of the CCA compared to the weldline location. In
the beginning of this research the CCA was placed directly at the weldline. This certainly
caused extra mixing at the weldline, but for increased stren~th it must be across the
weldline. Placing the CCA at some distance from the weldline may result in the shearing
across the weldline that is desired. The study could also show how far away a CCA
could be placed to still alter the properties of the weldline. This may be useful for
products with multiple weldlines, in that one CCA may be able to alter more than one
weldline.
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6.2.2.3 Characterization of the CCA
In order to understand the CCA better it is important to add more sensing devices to
the mold and device. It was found that in the current design, the oscillation of the pin
would end after four or five cycles of the vibration of the screw. The vibration would
continue after this point, but the pin did not move. This appears to mean that the melt is
freezing, but from pressure plots during VAIM, there should be more time before
freezing occurs. The' mold used to test the CCA does not have any pressure sensors
mounted in it, which should be added for future studies. Also there is delay in the motion
of the CCA when compared to the motion of the screw. This appears to be from the
compressibility of the polymer melt, but a qualitative evaluation of this lag factor should
also be included in future studies. This requires that a second LVDT be mounted at the
CCA and compared to the data from the LVDT mounted on the screw of the injection
molding machine. Another sensor that should be added is a force transducer that can
measure the force at the spring. This would allow for more accurate adjustment of the
spring for better repeatability.
6.2.2.4 Improved Design
As mentioned, this design is a prototype. It was designed this way to allow for easy
access to the spring for replacement and adjustments. An industrial application of the
CCA would need to be less bulky and more easily attached to the mold. An example of a
design that would achieve this is shown in Figure 6-2. This was one of the many designs
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Spring LVDT
Force Transducer Pin
Figure 6-2: Cross section of possible design for a Controllable Compliance Accumulator
intended for industrial use
that was not used in the study, because of difficulties with making modifications to the
spring. This design however is much more compact, is easier to attach to a mold, and has
a built in LVDT and force transducer.
6.2.3 Numerical Simulation
Up to this point most, if not all, studies done concerning VAIM have been
experimental studies. The addition of a numerical model that could accurately predict the
flow of the polymer melt during the VAIM process would be of great use to the
experimenter as well as molders using the technique. An experimentally verified
computer simulation would also be useful when studying the CCA, as motion of the
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weldline could be visualized prior to implementation.
6.3 Closing Statements
This thesis has laid the groundwork for more studies into the use of Vibration-Assisted
Injection Molding as a technique for improving strength in weldlines. The further
research and development of the Controllable Compliance Accumulator, a simple and
low cost device, should improve the effectiveness of VAIM on weldlines. The ability to
completely eliminate weldlines from all injection molding applications could be
achieved, but much work must be done in order to better understand both VAIM and the
CCA.
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